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The pricing of structured notes with credit risk 
Abstract 

It is inappropriate to ignore counterparty risk when pricing structured products, especially after the financial tsunami 
that occurred in 2008. Motivated by these circumstances, we developed an exogenous model that embeds the concept 
of Moody’s KMV model for evaluating the issuer’s credit risk premium under the framework of American binary put 
option. We select equity-linked structured notes to illustrate that the model is applicable to any kind of financial deriva-
tive. The CIR model and GJR-GARCH model are employed to forecast both risk-free rate and variance paths. Fair 
price under issuer’s credit risk can then be estimated by deducting the premium from the default-free price. 

The default event can be triggered at any time point and the recovery rate is time-varying, depending on the capital 
structure of the issuer upon default. Our numerical example shows that the price of a 2-year USD equity-linked note 
issued by JP Morgan Chase is about 0.9% lower than otherwise identical the default-free note. The default probability 
within 2 years is 1.8%. Besides, based on the comparative static analysis, the initial asset to debt ratio and asset to 
strike ratio have a negative effect on default premium, while the asset volatility has a positive effect. 

Keywords: default, credit risk, structured notes, CIR model, GJR-GARCH model. 
JEL Classification: G12. 
  

Introduction© 

It is well-known that the value of an over-the-
counter option is affected by the credit risk of its 
writer. Options that are vulnerable to credit risk 
tend to have lower values than comparable non-
vulnerable options since investors require higher 
expected payoffs to compensate for the credit risk 
they bear. There is no liquid secondary market that 
provides tradable prices nor is there any margin 
requirement to protect against the counterparties in 
the transaction. The risk of default on the issuer 
side should by no means be neglected. 

Motivated by the notorious financial tsunami that 
occurred in the fourth quarter of 2008, and the fol-
lowing considerable credit losses due to unexpected 
bankruptcy events, we attempt to take the issuer's 
credit risk into account when pricing structured 
products. Expanding the concept embedded in 
Moody’s KMV model, we estimate the fair pre-
mium for bearing issuer’s default risk by forming an 
invented American binary put option. Refering to 
the literature about pricing vulnerable options, the 
default of the issuer is defined under a continuous 
framework that when the asset value of the issuer 
falls below the predetermined default boundary at 
any time during the life of the notes, the put option 
is exercised automatically with a payoff equal to 
the loss given default. Besides, the recovery rate, a 
key determinant for loss given default, is time-
varying and related to the issuer’s capital structure 
after liquidation at the time of default. 

As equity-linked products account for more than 
50% of the market of structured products, it will be 
selected as an example. The fair value and the de-
fault risk premium will be evaluated under Monte-
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Carlo simulation methods. Furthermore, we try to 
improve the pricing accuracy with the aid of СIR 
model and GJR-GARCH model. 

Among the numerical methods we adopt in this 
article are the crude Monte-Carlo method, the 
Monte-Carlo method with antithetic variable, and 
the quasi Monte-Carlo method, the second one is 
used for comparative static analysis based on its 
high speed of convergence and time efficiency. 

According to the outcome of the numerical exam-
ple, a 2-year USD equity-linked note issued by JP 
Morgan Chase, the default premium is about 0.85% 
of the principal, and the fair value of this product 
under the issuer’s credit risk concerned is 0.9% 
lower than its default-free counterpart. The prob-
ability of default of the issuer within 2 years con-
verges to 1.8%. Furthermore, the comparative static 
analysis shows that the default risk premium rises as 
the volatility of asset increases. However, the asset 
to debt ratio and the asset to strike ratio have the 
opposite effect on the default premium. 

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 
1 reviews some academic literatures about pricing 
vulnerable financial products and credit risk models. 
Section 2 describes the model settings that incorpo-
rate CIR model, GJR-GARCH and credit risk pre-
mium estimation. Section 3 introduces different 
kinds of Monte-Carlo simulation methods. In sec-
tion 4 we present the data, base-case parameters, 
and the pricing results. The comparative static 
analysis is performed in section 5. The final section 
provides concluding remarks. 

1. Literature review 

Structured notes are financial products that appear 
to be fixed income instruments containing embed-
ded vulnerable options. In the 1980’s, Johnson and 
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Stulz (1987) first consider the default risk for valu-
ing options and define a word ‘vulnerable’ to de-
scribe such feature. To derive an analytic solu-
tion, Johnson and Stulz (1987) make some as-
sumptions that a European option is the sole liability 
of the option writer; a restriction that a default oc-
curs only at the exercise date and the option holder 
receives all the assets of the writer in default. They 
conclude that the effect of credit risk can be sig-
nificant, and the value of a vulnerable European 
option can fall with the time to maturity, the interest 
rate, and the variance of the underlying asset. Fur-
thermore, it may pay to exercise early a vulnerable 
American option on a non-dividend paying asset. 

Hull and White (1995) assume that other than the 
option, the option writer could have some equal 
ranking claims on their assets upon default. The 
default can happen at any time before the option 
expiration date with a fixed default boundary. De-
fault is set to occur once the assets of the option 
writer fall below that fixed level. Furthermore, both 
the probability of default and the size of the propor-
tional recovery are random, that is, not related di-
rectly to the value of the writer’s capital structure. 
The results of their numerical examples show that 
the impact of default risk on the price of an Ameri-
can option is less than that on the price of a Euro-
pean option. 

Klein (1996) expands the flexibility of Johnson and 
Stulz (1987) model by easing the condition that the 
option writer does have other liabilities except the 
European option. The correlation between the op-
tion's underlying asset and the credit risk of the 
counterparty has been considered as well. In the 
model derived in Klein (1996), there exists an en-
dogenous variable represented by the proportion of 
nominal claims paid out in default which can be 
estimated by the terminal value of assets of the 
option writer and the amount of other equally rank-
ing claims. Most importantly, default is not re-
stricted to occur only at maturity, and the recovery 
rate setting will be effective if the option writer's 
asset value hasn’t rebounded above the default 
boundary at maturity date of the European option. 

Klein and Inglis (2001) further extend the result of 
Johnson and Stulz (1987) and Klein (1996) by in-
corporating a default boundary which depends on 
the potential liability of the written option and the 
option writer’s liabilities. Instead of deriving an 
analytic solution, a three-dimensional binomial tree 
approach is employed. 

The literature discussed above mainly deals with 
vulnerable European options, especially call op-
tions. In Klein and Yang (2007), the pricing proce-
dure for vulnerable American options is developed 
using the numerical method outlined in Hull and 

White (1990). Klein and Yang (2007) combine a 
default boundary at the time of maturity as in Klein 
and Inglis (2001) and a default barrier before ma-
turity which is variable and linked to the payoff on 
the option. It is interesting to see that an increase in 
the volatility of the underlying assets has a mixed 
effect on the value of the vulnerable American put, 
in contrast to the always positive effect for default-
free American options. Besides, the frequency of 
early exercise for vulnerable American options is 
relatively higher than for non-vulnerable American 
options, consistent with Hull and White (1995). 

When we consider the credit risk of the product 
writer, it’s like attaching an embedded cash-or-
nothing, path-dependent put option to the structured 
note, and the option can be exercised by the product 
writer at any time before the maturity of the struc-
tured note. The underlying of the embedded put op-
tion is the asset of the writer; the exercise boundary 
is predetermined and related to the capital structure 
of the issuer. Besides, under the default event con-
dition, the recovery rate is defined as the asset to 
debt ratio at the default point, adjusted by a multi-
plier representing the liquidation cost. To obtain 
reasonable estimate of variables for computing the 
fair price of this put option, we could seek the aid 
from some authentic credit risk models. 

Credit risk models can be divided mainly into two 
groups: one is “structural model” using financial 
variables as inputs, such as Merton (1974) and 
Moody’s KMV (1995). It is particularly useful for 
credit portfolio analysis and credit risk management. 
The other is “reduced-form” model which assumes 
a firm’s default time is driven by a default intensity 
that is a function of some latent state variables. 
Models derived by Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull 
(1997), Duffie and Singleton (1999), and Hull and 
White (2000) are classified into this group. 

Jarrow and Protter (2004) compare structural versus 
reduced-form credit risk models from an informa-
tion based perspective. They indicate that the struc-
tural models assume complete knowledge of all the 
firm’s assets and liabilities. Under reduced-form 
model, the modeler only has incomplete knowl-
edge of the firm’s condition, which is more realis-
tic for pricing and hedging purposes. 

Arora, Bohn and Zhu (2005) proposed an opposite 
view to Jarrow and Protter (2004). Instead of bas-
ing on the information theory, they emphasize the 
importance of empirical evaluation when evaluat-
ing the strengths or weaknesses of different types 
of credit risk models. Even though a reduced-form 
model is not compromising on the theoretical 
issue of complete information, it does suffer from 
other weakness including lack of clear economic 
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rationale for defining the nature of the default 
process. One advantage that makes reduced-form 
models so attractive to modelers is the flexibility 
in their functional form, however, this advantage 
may result in a model with strong in-sample fit-
ting properties, but poor out-of-sample predictive 
ability. To prove their view, three models (basic 
Merton model and MKMV for structural models; 
and HW model for reduced-form model) repre-
senting three key stages of the literature in credit 
risk modeling are chosen to analyze the power of 
the structural and the reduced-form models. Ac-
cording to their numerical results, the MKMV 
model consistently outperformed the other two 
models in terms of default predictive power espe-
cially across large and small firms, while the per-
formance of the Merton and HW models worsens 
considerably across larger firms. 

According to the above literature, for default pre-
dictability, model stability, and economic ration-
ality concern, we employed the MKMV model to 
estimate the essential parameters, such as the ex-
pected return and volatility, for pricing the binary 
put option embedded in the structured products. 

In the next section, we’ll incorporate the first 
step of the KMV procedure to generate an initial 
estimate of asset volatility and market value of asset 
for valuing the credit risk premium. Besides, ap-
propriate models for predicting time-varying inter-
est rate paths and variance paths will be introduced 
as well. 

2. The model 

2.1. Equity-linked notes under default-free 
condition. Structured note is an investment vehi-
cle which bundles fixed-income securities and 
financial derivatives. The regular coupon yield 
can be generated by the fixed-income component 
while the derivatives component provides lever-
age effect, yield enhancement, and different level 
of risk tolerance to the structured note investors. 
The value of the structured note will change ac-
cording to the value of the underlying asset, the 
reference interest rate, and the reference index. 

Structured notes can be mainly classified into two 
categories, namely principal guaranteed notes 
(PGN) and yield enhancement notes (YEN, also 
known as high-yield notes). The former is designed 
to provide normal return with certain level of prin-
cipal guarantee, and the remaining capital is in-
vested in options having similar underlings as the 
PGN to earn external return. On the other hand, 
the YEN is constructed for the purpose of seek-
ing high yields by holding zero coupon bonds and 
selling short options with similar underlyings. Al-

though the YEN could provide better rate of re-
turn, the relative risk is higher as well. 

For simplicity, we select the most popular type of 
structured notes, the equity-linked notes, as the ex-
ample in the following sections, but the model we 
define for evaluating the credit risk of issuer can be 
applied to structured notes with any kinds of refer-
ence assets, such as interest rate, currency rate, and 
commodity, by adjusting the payoff functions. 

Equity-linked notes can be linked to various port-
folios, such as single equity, a basket of equities, 
single equity index and a basket of equity indices. 
For notes with multi-assets, the coupon rate is de-
termined on some observation dates and the payoff 
function at maturity can be determined on the 
worst performing one, the best performing one, 
or the average return of the underlying basket. 

Assuming an equity-linked note with N underlying 
assets:  

X: the notional principal. 
Si: the underlying equities (or indices), i = 1~N. 
m: the number of observation dates. 
T: the time to maturity of the product. 
A: the degree of principal protection with the range 
of 0~100%. 
B: the participation rate which is always positive. 
Cj: the time-varying coupon rate depending on the 
performance of the underlyings, which is calculated 
on each observation date (j) specified in the con-
tract. j = l~m. 
RT: final fixing return based on the description of 
the contract, and it is used to calculate the repayment 
at the maturity. 

The payoff function (P) at maturity can be presented 
as below: 

Payoff (P)=X×[A+B×max(0,Rt)]                           (1) 

then the fair price of the equity-linked note is the 
present value of the interest payment and the final 
repayment paid to the investor: 

∑ =
−×+⎟

⎠
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⎜
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where r is the constant risk-free rate set at the valua-
tion date. 

Since the changeable coupon rate and the final fix-
ing return are determined by the performance of 
underlying equities or indices, it is difficult to find 
the analytic solution for pricing structured prod-
ucts. Instead, the numerical procedure is used to 
evaluate these products. Among three major types 
of numerical methods, namely, binomial tree 
method, finite difference method and Monte-Carlo 
method, Monte-Carlo method is the most efficient 
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one in handling path-dependent and multi-assets 
problems; we apply Monte-Carlo simulation 
method in what follows. 

Without loss of generality, we assume that underly-
ing price process Si,t follows log-normal diffusion 
process. However, when we observe the term struc-
ture of risk-free interest rate (the drift term in the 
real world) and the fluctuation of the stock price 
(the diffusion term), the “constant” assumption 
definitely violates the real market condition. To 
alleviate the impact of this assumption, we apply an 
interest rate model to simulate time-varying interest 
rate path (and thus the drift term component), and a 
stochastic volatility model to allow random changes 
of volatility over time. 

2.1.1. Interest rate model for time-varying risk-free 
rate. There are two main groups of interest rate 
models, i.e., general equilibrium model and no-
arbitrage model. Since no-arbitrage models assume 
that the interest rate term structure is stable, there-
fore if the interest rate experiences very volatile 
movements, the model would be invalid. In equi-
librium models, the Vasicek model is most com-
mon used. However, the volatility of interest rate is 
fixed, and the interest rate might be negative. As a 
result, the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model is cho-
sen to generate interest rate paths. 

In addition, we add the market price of risk in the 
CIR model, that is, transfer the Q measure into P 
measure. According to Brigo et al. (2001), the 
following formulation is adopted to express the 
concept: 

( )[ ] P
t,rttt dwrkdtkrdr ++−= λααθ ,    (3) 

where θ  is the long-term mean of interest rate, α  is 
the mean reversion rate, k is the volatility of the 
interest rate process, t,rdw  is a standard wiener 
process, λ is a factor for market price process. 

For the characteristic of square-root process the 
interest rate is always positive and if 22 k>αθ  
then it cannot reach zero. 

2.1.2. GJR-GARCH for volatility forecasting. There 
are two important stylized facts with equity return 
data that the returns often exhibit volatility cluster-
ing and leptokurtosis. Consequently, a general-
ized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity 
(GARCH) is applied to forecast the volatility 
through time. 

Since the product we evaluate here is an equity-
linked note, we should consider the “leverage” ef-
fect of the equity return when selecting a suitable 
GARCH model. The “leverage” effect, or the vola-
tility asymmetry is a well-known stylized fact first 

discussed by Black (1976), who observed that 
the extent of relative price fluctuations of a stock 
tends to increase when its price drops. In other 
words, non-negative and negative returns allow 
causing different level of effect to the variances. 
Schwert (1989a, b) also presents evidence that stock 
volatility is higher during recessions and financial 
crises. 

Both the EGARCH (Nelson, 1991) and GJR-
GARCH (Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle, 1993) 
models contain the variables for taking the leverage 
effect into account. Duan et al. (2006) document 
that the GJR-GARCH has higher accuracy and 
preferred computation speed as compared to 
EGARCH model when used in option pricing, 
therefore GJR-GARCH is applied to estimate the 
variance process of the underlying equity return of 
the ELN product. 

According to Glosten et al. (1993), the GJR-
GARCHM (1,1) model can be expressed as follows: 

the mean equation is 

ttt hR εαα ++= 2
1

10 2
1

      (4) 

and the variance process is set as 

( ) 10
2

110 1 −− +++=
<− ttt hIh

t
βεωω ε     (5) 

with constraints that .0>β  

Besides, the indicator function ( )01<−t
I ε is equal to one 

when 1−tε  is positive; and equal to zero otherwise. 
The conditional variance is a predictable process 
because ht is expressed only in terms of variables 
known at time t-1. 

2.2. Premium for the issuer’s default risk. To 
access the premium for bearing the default risk of 
the issuer, we transfer the concept of equity being a 
call option on the issuer’s asset into an American 
put option. The underlying asset of the put option is 
also the asset of the issuer, but the strike price is 
different from the book value of the corporate debt. 
In general, a firm is regarded to be in default if any 
scheduled payment were not met on time. 

Since a financial institution is thought to be in de-
fault if the expected (the short-term debts mature in 
the near future and the interest payment) and unex-
pected (deposit withdrawals) payments exceed the 
asset level, the default boundary, and, therefore the 
strike price of the put option are defined as: 

Default boundary (K) = short-term borrowings and 
liabilities + interest payment of total liabilities  
+ demand deposits + saving deposits. 
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Besides, the put option is an American option, 
since it can be exercised immediately once the 
value of asset falls below the strike price (default 
boundary) during the life of the structured product. 

We assume that all liabilities have the identical level 
of priority, with the recovery rate defined as 

( ) ,V/Vv t,Dt,A−= 1ξ where VA,t and VD,t denote the 
market value of the issuer’s assets and the book value 
of the issuer’s liabilities, v represents the deadweight 

costs of default expressed as a percentage of VA,t. Once 
the issuer defaults at time T, ≤ττ , all the following 
payments are cancelled, and only part of the notional 
principal (X) will be repaid. 

The payoff of (Q) the put option can be regarded as 
the loss of the investor if the issuer turns to default. 
It should be the expected amount that the investor 
would receive under normal situation (no default 
occurs), that is, 

( )[ ] Tif,xV/VvPee
m
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T

t
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)t(r)t(r
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⎠
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⎜
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=

−−−− τ
τ

ττ 1       (6)

where Ct = the annual coupon rate at t, P = the final 
payment, m = the frequency of coupon payment per 
year, T = the time to maturity of the ELN, in years. 
Equation (6) would reduce to equation (7) if T<τ , 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]XV/VvPeeXCQ t,Dt,A
TrTr

T −−+= −−−− 1ττ .  (7) 

To evaluate the American put option, we assume 
that under Q measure, the underlying asset (VA,t) 
and the book value of total liabilities follow the sto-
chastic processes described by equations (8) and (9) 

t,AAAAA dwVdtrVdV σ+= ,     (8) 

dtrVdV DD = ,       (9) 

.dtdwdwanddtdwdw r,St,St,Ar,A
P

t,rt,A ii
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To estimate the initial market value and volatil-
ity of assets, we apply the technique described in 
Crosbie and Bohn (2003). According to the option 
pricing theory derived in Black and Scholes (1973) 
and Merton (1974), 
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The relationship between asset volatility ( Aσ ) and 
equity volatility ( Eσ ) can be expressed as in equa-
tion (11): 

( )1dN
V
V

A
E

A
E σσ = .    (11) 

The variables VE and σE can be obtained from public 
market, and the book value of liabilities (VD) is re-
corded on the issuer's financial report. Thus, there 
are only two unknown variables, VA and σE, with 
two equations ((10) and (11)), we can then solve for 
these two unknowns. 

Finally, the value of this American put option can 
be calculated as the mean of discounted payoff 
among numerical iterations. The value of the ELN 
for considering issuer's default risk is expected to be 
lower than the value of default-free counterpart by 
the amount equal to the put option premium. 

3. Numerical method 

We apply three Monte-Carlo methods to construct 
the simulation, and the one with the most preferable 
rate of convergence and accuracy will be adopted 
for comparative static analysis.  

3.1. Crude Monte-Carlo method. The most com-
mon use of Monte-Carlo simulations in finance is to 
calculate an expected value of a function f(x) 
given a specified distribution density ϕ(x) over 
x∈Rn: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )∫== n
x dxxxfxfExVpayoff ϕϕ . (12) 

After drawing variate x from the target distribu-
tion ϕ (x), the function value can be computed. 
With N-times iteration, the Monte-Carlo estima-
tor of the payoff (V) is equal to 

( )∑ =
≈

N

i iN xf
N

V
1

1ˆ .    (13) 

In a risk-neutral measure, the value of the financial 
security is the discounted value of its expected pay-
off at the termination: 
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Furthermore, for an M-dimensional domain and N-
point evaluation, the crude Monte-Carlo method 
has absolute error of estimate that decreases as 

N/1 , that is the rate of convergence is N/1  
independent of the dimensionality. For compari-
son purposes, the rate of convergence of lattice 

methods is M N/ 21 . 
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3.2. Monte-Carlo method with variance reduction 
technique. “Antithetic variate” is one of the most 
appropriate techniques for variance reduction. It says 
that for any one drawn path its mirror image has equal 
probability, that is, if a single evaluation driven by 
Gaussian variance vector draw xi is given by Vi = 
V(xi), and ( )ii xVV~ −=  is used as well. 

Then the pairwise average for an individual iteration 

is calculated as 

( ) ( )[ ]iii xVxVV~ −+=
2
1

.   (15) 

The antithetic sampling procedure provides a vari-
ance reduction that: 
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since [ ] ( ) ( )[ ] .0,~, <−= iii xVxVCovVVCov  (18) 

3.3. Quasi Monte-Carlo methods. In numerical 
analysis, a quasi Monte-Carlo method is an exten-
sion of the regular Monte-Carlo method that com-
putes the integral or other pricing problems based 
on low-discrepancy sequences instead of pseudo-
random numbers. The standard operation proce-
dures of both regular and quasi Monte-Carlo 
methods are executed in a similar way. 

Furthermore, it has been shown the number se-
quences, such as Halton, Faure, Sobol and Nied-
erreiter, can be generated that enables us to do 
quasi Monte-Carlo calculations which give certain 
smoothness conditions of the function to be inte-
grated. The spread of convergence is not as 

N/1  for the crude Monte-Carlo; instead, it is 
much more close to 1/N, namely c(M)[(lnN)M/N]. 
Thus, even for a large dimensionality M, the quasi 
Monte-Carlo method is asymptotically much 
faster than N/1 . The only problem is that the 
coefficient c(M) depends on the dimensionality. 
The most common low-discrepancy sequence 
people used in empirical pricing is the Halton 
sequence, and it's also the one we use for evaluat-
ing numerical examples. 

The idea behind Halton sequences is to use one 
different prime base for each dimension. The 
number bases are chosen to be the prime numbers 
of which one has to be precalculated for each di-
mension in order to prevent any asymptotic pair-
wise periodicity. A sequence corresponding to the 
prime у has cycles of length у in which numbers 
increase monotonically. Since the larger base 
means longer cycle, correlation problems could 
emerge between sequences generated from higher 
primes if the dimensionality is high. For instance, 
if there exist two prime bases y1 and γ2 (γ1> γ2), 
then it’s suggested to drop the first (γ1 + 1) numbers 
to avoid the perfect linear correlation problem. 

The algorithm to construct a Halton sequence is as 
follows: For an assigned integer J>1, it could be 

expanded in a base γ, where γ is any prime number. 
The integer J can be expressed as: 

∑ =
=

k

j
j

jJ
0

γα     (19) 

with integers [ ]10 −∈ γα ,j  chosen large enough to 
make sure that all non-zero digits of J in the num-
ber base γ are accounted for. 

The sequence of calculated coefficients is now in-
verted and used as multipliers of fractions in the 
number base γ to construct the coordinate number U 
located in the interval [0,1). 

( ).
0

1∑ =
+−=
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j
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4. Numerical example 

4.1. Terms of the structured note. The product 
we choose is a “2-Year USD Equity Linked Note” 
issued by J.P. Morgan International Derivatives Ltd 
and it is guaranteed by JPMorgan Chase Bank. The 
itemized description is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Definitive term sheet & simplified 
 prospectus 

Notional amount 1,000 USD 
Issue price 100% of principal 

Principal guarantee 100%, if the issuing-institution remains 
non-default 

Term 2 year 
Participant rate 0% 
Launch date July 18th, 2007 
Initial fixing date July 19th, 2007 
Issue date July 25th, 2007 
Maturity date July 27th, 2009 

Initial fixing price The closing price of underlying stocks 
on initial fixing date 

Business day New York 

The underlying basket contains two equities and one 
benchmark in the same industry, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Underlying basket and the benchmark 

Symbol Stock name Ticker Currency Initial 
fixing price

S1 General Motors Corp. GM UN USD 35.38 
S2 Ford Motor Co. F UN USD 8.63 
Sbench Toyota Motor Corp. 7203 JT JPY 7,540 
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There is an automatic early termination scheme at-
tached to this ELN. The automatic early termination 
event is deemed to have occurred if the aggregate 
coupon payment is greater than or equal to a spe-
cific amount on some coupon valuation date, illus-
trated in Table 3. 

There are eight coupon valuation (payment) dates, the 
coupon rate may be zero or equal to 2.5% depending 
on the relative performance of the underlying basket to 
the benchmark, that is, whether the outperformance 
rate (i) is greater than or equal to 0%. The outperfor-
mance rate (i) on coupon valuation date (i) is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
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Table 3. The automatic early termination mechanism 
The early redemption information 

i Valuation date Payment date Coupon rate Early redemption amount 
1 2007/10/18 2007/10/25 
2 2008/01/17 2008/01/25 
3 2008/04/18 2008/04/25 
4 2008/07/18 2008/07/25 
5 2008/10/20 2008/10/27 
6 2009/01/16 2009/01/25 
7 2009/04/20 2009/04/27 
8 2009/07/20 2009/07/27 

0%, if OR(i)< 0 
2.5%, ifOR(i)>0 100% x Principal amount per note 

Note: An automatic early termination event will occur if the aggregate coupon payment is greater than or equal to 10% on the ith 
valuation date. And the issuer will pay the note holder the 100% principal amount per note. 

4.2. Parameters estimation. According to Hull 
(2009), the sample period used for evaluating a fi-
nancial derivative product under simulation should 
be as long as the life of the product. Thus, the sam-
ple period is set from 2005/07/08 to 2007/07/18, and 
the data source is Bloomberg database. The initial 
values of key variables are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Initial values of variables 

 S1 S2 Sbench 

Initial price 35.38 8.63 7,540 
Dividend yield 0 0.02688 0.01471 
Volatility 0.39410 0.33362 0.20981 
Initial rate 0,04980 0,04980 0,006780 

Since this ELN was evaluated on the initial fix-
ing date 2007/7/19, the latest financial report we 
can obtain from J.P. Morgan is the annual report of 
2006. In order to match the time frame of the prod-
uct, we assume the process of default boundary (part 
of the liabilities) to be identical to the book value of 
debt. Furthermore, the price and the shares out-
standing of equity on 2007/7/19 is used to calcu-
late the market value of equity. 

The values of related variables for estimating the 
default premium are shown in Table 5. Besides, the 
rate of liquidation cost (v) is set to be 0.2. 

Table 5. Initial values of variables 
 VA* VE VD 

Initial value 1.37129E+12 1.65237E+11 1.26764E+12
Volatility 0.02554 0.27711 - 
Risk-free rate 0.04980 0.04980 0.04980 
Default boundary** 8.96822E+11 

Notes: * The initial value and volatility of asset are calculated from 
the KMV model. ** The default boundary is the summation of 
short-term borrowings and liabilities, interest payment of total 
liabilities, demand deposits, and saving deposits. 

Since СIR model and GJR-GARCH (1,1) are ap-
plied to simulate the path of interest rate and volatil-
ity, the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) is 
conducted to obtain estimates of the parameters. 
The yield of 3-month Treasury bill is used in solv-
ing parameters of CIR, and the discount rate is the 
yield of the 2-year U.S. Treasury note on the valua-
tion date. Parameter estimates are presented in Tables 
6 and 7. 

Table 6. Parameters for CIR model 
  α θ κ λ 

OLS 1.95999 0.05097 0.02321 0.00347 
U.S. 

MLE 1.9337 0.05099 0.0234 0.00412 
OLS 1.22386 0.00018 0.03583 0.00021 

Japan 
MLE 1.07108 0.0006 0.03334 0.00025 

Table 7. Parameters for GJR-GARCH (1,1) 
 α0 α1 ω0 ω1 ω2 β 

GM (S1) -0.00014 0.08321 0.00002 0.04562 0.02743 0.91446 
Ford (S2) -0.00012 0.06458 0.00002 0.05856 0.03283 0.91861 
Toyota (Sbench) 0.00009 0.05273 0.00003 0.07312 0.03982 0.73788 
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At the 5% significance level, the estimated coef-
ficients of GR-GARCH in mean process for the 
underlyings are statistically significantly different 
from zero. 

4.3. Simulation result. After thousands of simu-
lation, the default-free fair price of the ELN con-
verges to $931~$932. The premium of American 
put option which represents the compensation for 
bearing issuer’s default risk is about $7~$8. As a 
result, the value of this ELN product with issuer's 
default risk is $923~$924, about 0.86% lower 
than the default-free price. Furthermore, we can 
find that the estimated probability of default for 
J.P. Morgan is about 1.80% for the next 2 years, 
starting on July 19, 2007. 

Table 8. Information on the convergence of  
simulation methods 

 CMC1 MCAV2 QMC3 

Computation time per simulation 0.0589 0.0959 0.2006 
Standard deviation 60.2980 38.4335 30.5435

Notes: 1 Crude Monte Carlo Simulation, 2 Monte Carlo with 
antithetic variable, 3 Quasi Monte Carlo Simulation. 

The computation time and the standard deviation 
of each simulation model are provided in Table 8. 
Monte-Carlo with variance reduction technique 
(MCAV) seems to be the best model based on its 
low level of standard deviation and 50% time 
saving compared to the low discrepancy sequence 
(QMC). Besides, both Monte-Carlo with variance 
reduction technique and quasi Monte-Carlo meth-
ods exhibit outstanding rate of convergence. 

5. Comparative static analysis 

Since interest rate and variance follow certain 
time-varying processes, we shift the entire path by 
a multiple instead of adjusting the initial value 
when executing comparative static analysis. As 
Monte-Carlo simulation method with antithetic 
variable exhibits great convergence with more 
than 2,500 iterations, it is robust to run 5,000 it-
erations for sensitivity analysis. 

5.1. Product base. 5.1.1. Correlation. First of all, 
we change the correlation coefficients between 
the two underlyings and the benchmark to observe 
the resulting price and default premium. As 
shown in Figure 1, the price is sloping upward 
with respect to the correlation between the two un-
derlyings (S1 and S2). When the two underlyings 
are perfectly positive correlated, there is about 50% 
chance that the best performer will be beaten by the 
benchmark, and the coupon is delivered. On the 
contrary, when the two are perfectly negatively cor-
related, a diffusion term would have opposite effect 
on them which in turn reduces the probability of 
coupon delivery and early termination. 

When we change the correlation coefficient be-
tween the benchmark and one of the underlying 
equities, the outcome is quite different. If the cor-
relation is positive, the price movements of them 
are similar and there will be less probability that 
the benchmark outperforms the best performing 
underlying. Consequently, we observe a negative 
relationship between the product price and the 
correlation coefficient as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison under different levels of correlation between S1 and S2 
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Fig. 2. Comparison under different levels of correlation between S1 and benchmark 

5.1.2. Volatility of the underlying assets. It is ob-
served from Figure 3 that the higher the volatility 
(variance multiplier), the higher the price of the 
product. The condition for coupon delivery is easier to 
be met and the possibility of early termination also 
increases when the volatility of the underlying gets 
larger. The positive relationship holds for both the two 
underlying equities. 

 
Fig. 3. Price under different levels of variances  

of underlyings 

On the other hand, since the default-free price is 
greatly affected by the level of volatility, the loss 
given default (LGD) also changes accordingly. As a 
result, even the default probability fluctuates within 
a stable interval, the effect on the default premium is 
ambiguous among various pairs of variances’ multi-
pliers, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Default premium under different levels of  

variances of underlyings 

5.1.3. Interest rate. We shift the entire paths upward 
and downward to investigate the reaction of price and 
default premium. With a multiple smaller than one, the 
expected rates of return of these two underlyings de-
crease due to the level down interest rate path. Conse-
quently, both the aggregate coupon rate and the fre-
quency of early termination event rise. Furthermore, 
the price is monotonically decreasing with the increas-
ing US interest rate. Compared to the US interest rate, 
the effect on price caused by the change of Japan in-
terest rate is tiny, as depicted in Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Price under different levels of interest rates 

 
Fig. 6. Default premium under different levels  

of interest rates 

With similar explanation, the probability of default 
decreases as the interest rate rises, and so does the 
default premium, shown in Figure 6. 
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5.2. Issuer base. 5.2.1. Asset to default boundary ra-
tio. Figure 7 shows that as the asset to default 
boundary ratio reaches the level of about 1.8, both 

the default probability and the default risk pre-
mium are close to zero. The defaulttable and de-
fault-free prices are almost identical. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison under different levels of asset to strike ratio 

5.2.2. Asset to debt ratio. Before discussing the ef-
fect on default premium caused by different initial 
asset to debt ratio, we assume that the default 
boundary, i.e., the strike price of the American bi-
nary put option, is independent to the initial asset to 
debt ratio. 
Since the time-varying recovery rate is mainly de-
termined by the asset to debt ratio at the time of 
default, the lower the ratio, the smaller the recovery 
rate and the larger the loss given default (LGD). 

Conversely, when the asset to debt ratio is quiet 
large, the total amount of debt needed to be repaid 
is very low. Thus, even when the issuer defaults 
suddenly, the asset value of the issuer after liqui-
dation would be more than enough to cover debt 
payment. The investors would receive the same 
expected cash flow as they would under default-free 
assumption. It can be observed from Figure 8 that 
when asset to debt ratio reaches the level of 2, de-
fault premium becomes negligible. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison under different levels of asset to debt ratio 

5.2.3. Asset volatility. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison under different levels of asset variance 
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The process of asset value consists of two parts: the 
drift term and the diffusion term. When the volatility 
of asset gets larger, the asset value walks in a more 
volatile fashion, the coefficient of the drift 
term fr—o2A becomes smaller, leading to a 
lower expected growth rate of asset value. Accord-
ingly, the probability of default is higher as the vola-
tility of asset value increases. The premium to com-
pensate for the default risk is especially higher when 
the variance multiplier gets beyond 1.4, as shown in 
Figure 9. 

Conclusion 

Incorporating the idea behind the Moody’s KMV, 
one of the structural credit risk models, we develop 
a methodology for estimating the risk premium cor-
responding to the default risk originated from the 
structured product issuer. The framework of this 
method can be applied to all kinds of structured 
products, including interest rate related, foreign 
exchange rate related, equity related ones. 

Similar to the nature of American binary put option, 
the credit risk is priced as an option sold by the 
investor (ELN holder) to the issuer (ELN writer). 
The option premium can be taken as the compen-
sation for bearing issuer’s credit risk, which has 
been largely ignored. The default premium is esti-
mated based on the contingent claim of the struc-

tured product and the capital structure of the issuer 
at the time of evaluation. 

Taking the “2-Year USD Equity Linked Note” issued 
by J.P. Morgan for illustration, the default probabil-
ity within 2 years is about 1.70%, and the price of 
the structured notes is 0.9% lower than the default 
free counterpart. Furthermore, according to the out-
come of comparative static analysis, the default 
probability rises as the asset to default boundary 
ratio becomes lower, and so does the asset to debt 
ratio. In addition, the asset volatility has a posi-
tive effect on the probability of default, and, 
hence, the default premium. 

The default boundary is determined by the financial 
report of the issuer. For further research, we suggest 
two alternative definitions of default boundary to 
improve the information efficiency. First, a multi-
plier can be estimated by observing the frequency 
and the quantity of the debt issuance within a cer-
tain period (e.g., the last five years) of the issuer to 
adjust the book value of the debt to reflect the pos-
sible off-balance sheet effect. Secondly, we may 
incorporate the market data of the issuer's credit de-
fault swap (CDS) to reflect market expectation of the 
default risk. With the extension of the default bound-
ary setting mechanism, the model can reflect timely 
information and corporate movement promptly. 
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